
Big Time Mornings

1. GOOD TIMES: Good Times, when you wake up in the morning. Good Times, 

getting up and on your way. Good Times, get 'em on your radio now. It's ACE & T.J.

wondering what they'll say. Yes they may suck in the morning, but, they're doing

the best that they can, tickling your funny bone. Good Times, got to get your

laugh on. Good Times, Pete's working the phone lines. Call up and speak your



mind. Good Times, we're all here in the morning having Good Times!

2. CAR 54: Well they're listening in Queens, up and down the L-I-E and they're

checking out the big show in New Jersey 'cause you see, no matter where you are,

you can hear them in your car, Hey Scott & Todd, you're awful.

3. THE SOPRANOS: You woke up this morning looking for some fun, got yourself

some coffee and a cinnamon bun. Look at the cars, there's a million. You got to 

make a dime. Hope you can get into work on time without bags under your eyes.

Say now, woke up this morning with The Blazer Show. Got some music for your

ride, that's right, I'll tell you about it. Woke up this morning with The Blazer Show.



has the music for your ride. Woke up this morning with The Blazer Show!

4. FAT ALBERT: Hey, hey, hey, it's ACE & T.J. They're coming through your radio

giving you the bestest morning show. You'll have some fun now with Pete and all

the gang laughing at each other on KISS 95.1. Oh, na, na, na, gonna have a good time 

with ACE & T.J. Na, na, na, gonna have a good time. Hey, hey, hey, na, na, na,

gonna have a good time with ACE & T.J. Na, na, na, gonna have a good time.

Hey, hey, hey.

5. TOUCHED BY AN ANGEL: When you wake up and turn your radio on get ready

to smile with the John Jay Morning Show. You will rise because John Jay wakes you 



up. John Jay wakes you up when the sun's just starting to rise. John Jay makes you

smile every morning. I'll tell you he wakes you up on 93Q Country. Believe me, 

he'll wake you up. 

6. CHILLI'S: The Big Show with Scott & Todd, Scott & Todd (background/repeat). The

Big Show with Scott & Todd, Scott & Todd, Patty & Joan making you laugh on 95.5

7. SOMETIMES YOU FEEL LIKE A NUT: Sometimes you laugh in your car, sometimes

the train, sometimes their goofy songs stay on your brain. Most times you like them

a lot, sometimes you don't, it sounds like Joe might blow, but, probably he won't. 

The Big Show's rockin' in the day on PLJ. 



8. SUPERCALAFRGILOS: Some say that The Big Show broadcast borders on

atrocious. Scott has schizophrenia and Todd might have psoriasis. Don't stand next 

to Nolan. He's got full blown halitosis. That girl Patty's pretty full of it. She's got

her own psychosis. Hum dil hum... Mispronouncing people's names on any given day

Unemployment always seems to be an inch away. They both work for Amway and

sell rouge for Mary Kay. They're The Big Show bone heads Scott & Todd on PLJ.

They're The Big Show bone heads Scott & Todd on PLJ. 

9. E-MAIL: Check it out, E-Mail. Send it to The Big Show, E-Mail. 

Send it to The Big Show. Triple W dot W-P-L-J dot com.



10. COTTON EYED JOE: Get out of bed get up and let's go. Shoulda been at work a

long time ago. Get in the car put on The Big Show. Scott & Todd on your radio.

Patty's deal is readin' the news. Her whole resume's a ruse. Nolan's naked accept for

shoes. His whole life's a carnival cruise. Monkey Boy & Jersey Girl, Bruce  the Moose

makes interns cry. Wrap them up and hey there you go. The bone heads that make

up The Big Show. Scott & Todd, Patty & Joe.

11. IF I HAD A MILLION DOLLARS: If I had a millions dollars (If I had a million dollars)

I'd send it to Scott & Todd (maybe they could buy some jokes by God). If I had a

million dollars (If I had a million dollars) I'd buy me the Monkey Boy (I always 



wanted a Monkey Boy). Give Scott & Todd a million dollars and they'd skip town.

12. OOPS, I DID IT AGAIN: I think I'll listen again to Steve and Vicky.

They're more than just friends. Oh baby, they're with me every day. Making me

laugh with the stuff that they say. And they play the best music when I'm stuck on

285. So help me baby, oh I'm listening again. I gotta it on STAR. It's there all day long.

I'm jammin' to it. Just need a little luck. I'll win a cool prize.

Now here's Steve and Vicky. 

13. ROCKAFELLER SKANK: Right about now, The Big Show brothers

Scott & Todd now. Brain dead brothers.



14. LULLABY-SHAWN MULLINS PARODY: You wake up in the morning with Kent

and Alan on your radio. A cup of coffee, little breakfast and Seattle it's time to go

Kareen's got that time saver traffic to help your morning drive. Along with Leonard,

Floyd, Lorena and Super Jan on STAR 101.5. I said every day is gonna start out fine on

STAR 101.5, 101.5. Every day is gonna start out fine on STAR 101.5, 101.5, 101.5

15. SAY MY NAME - DESTINY'S CHILD: Scott & Todd, Scott & Todd. They're acting

kinda crazy. Joe Nolan is so lazy. Why are they so odd? Scott & Todd, Scott & Todd.

Everybody I know listens to The Big Show even though they blow.

16. IT FEELS SO GOOD - SONIQUE: They always wake me up when my morning's



down. They make me feel alive. I gotta get up now. Jay laughs thinks he's cool. 

Rach hopes her kid's in school. Clark drops the ball a lot, they can... 

Waking up is cool when The Revolution's up. Laughing all the way to school.

The Revolution keeps me alive. Waking up is hard to do and I hit snooze so much.

Laughing there, laying in bed. The Revolution's keeping me up, D-R-Q!
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